Fowler 70hp 0-4-0DM
John Fowler & Co. of Leeds had been building small internal combustion-engined shunting locomotives for the
home and export markets since 1923, using a range of petrol, alcohol and paraffin-driven engines. Common
features were jackshaft drive with side rods, a roomy cab and a tall, elegant chimney. In 1930 they built their first
diesel, a 70hp locomotive for the Chesterfield Tube Company.
Others to a similar design soon followed and the type remained in production for a number of years. They were
simple, reliable engines with many small variations, such as the depth and thickness of the buffer beam, the
design of the cranks and bonnet doors, the pattern of buffers – some even had dumb buffers – and the
placement of the donkey engine (if fitted). Most had the maker’s own Fowler-Sanders design of prime mover,
although some had MAN and others had Ruston engines.
The locomotive in our kit was built for the Great Western Railway in 1933 (works number 19451) and was mainly
used at Swindon works before being sold in 1940 to dealer George Cohen and Sons of Leeds, who quickly
resold it to the Ministry of Supply. It had a 70 hp MAN engine, multiple-plate clutch (operated by standing on a
floor-mounted pedal) and 3 ft diameter wheels. The four-speed gearbox offered speeds of 3, 6, 10 and 15mph
and a maximum tractive effort of 7,000lb. Supplied with the usual Fowler-pattern air horn, it later seems to have
acquired a GWR-pattern whistle mounted vertically.
GWR No 1 was painted in fully lined-out passenger livery and was externally very similar – although the starter
motors were on opposite sides and the arrangement of bodyside louvres was different – to the London, Midland
and Scottish Railway's departmental locomotive number 2 (works number 21048), which was built a couple of
years later. Later renumbered ED1 and allocated to Beeston Creosote Works, it survived until 1962. These were
the only two Fowler 70hp locomotives built for a main-line railway but the type saw industrial service in every
kind of operation imaginable, from sewage works to breweries, quarries to ordnance factories. A considerable
number, of varying sizes, survive in preservation.
The High Level kit
This is a sophisticated kit that includes a higher proportion of castings than our usual etched designs, which not
only simplifies forming some of the extremely complicated shapes, but also adds weight where it’s needed for
adhesion. Assembly is an integrated approach, where the sequences and techniques used are reflected in the
design of the actual components, and vice-versa. This process will make life easier and give the best results.
This is emphatically not a kit for the beginner, unless you’re one of those lucky people who naturally have nimble
fingers, abnormally fine motor control and microscopic vision. The small size of the prototype, and the level of
detail we’ve included, demands both time, patience and more than a little skill from the builder, but the results
can be impressive. We have thought through the building process from start to finish to try and make things as
rational and as straightforward as possible, but there will inevitably be instances where you’ll really have to
concentrate hard on what you’re doing. If anything is misaligned or doesn’t quite fit, it’s more than likely because
of something you’ve done earlier – parts not pushed fully home, perhaps, or a blob of solder getting in the way.
Forming key components such as the roof is absolutely critical, so don’t just bend and hope. Take your time,
constantly check and re-check your work, and all should be fine. Ignoring the instructions, rushing ahead and
adding parts willy-nilly will almost certainly cause problems further down the line.
No manufacturer currently makes the exact same type of 3ft diameter wheel that John Fowler & Co originally
fitted, but the recommended Alan Gibson Y9 wheel (catalogue reference 4836E) is pretty close. Although it has
one spoke too many, its crankpin is between the spokes, as it should be, and when the etched balance weights
are in place it looks very convincing. The crankthrow also matches the lost wax flycranks supplied with our kit.
Another option is the Manning Wardle type (4836IW) from the same manufacturer, which has the correct number
of spokes – the crankpin, however, is in line with the spoke and you'll need to get rid of the moulded counterweights, though their remains will be hidden by the etched balance weights. To match the crankthrow of these
wheels you’ll also need a pair of Alan Gibson’s push-on flycranks (from the BR 03 diesel).
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General notes on Construction
Read the instructions carefully - preferably more than once - before starting work. Study the diagrams until you
become familiar with all the parts and the assembly sequence. We have tried to make these instructions as
comprehensive as possible, which may make some assembly sequences appear more complex than they
actually are.
Leave the parts in the fret until they are required for use. This will protect them and makes identification simpler.
Small holes can be drilled more easily while the parts are still attached. Where an accurate hole size is specified,
holes are etched undersized so they can be drilled or reamed out to the correct diameter.
Apart from a Hold & Fold, no special equipment is necessary to build this kit. One pilot model was intentionally
built using a simple 25w Antex iron throughout, whilst glue was used to fix the heavy brass bonnet and bufferbeam castings by another builder.
Like all etched kits, this model is designed to be solder-assembled throughout but there are a couple of
instances where you could consider using an adhesive instead. One is fixing the cast brass buffer beams to the
thin footplate etch, the other is attaching the main bonnet casting and related details. We will indicate these
when the time comes.
We want you to enjoy building your kit, but remember that even railway modelling has its risks. Frets contain
sharp edges, soldering irons get very hot, adhesives may give off toxic fumes, knives and files are designed for
cutting. Please be careful . . .

Body Assembly
Cab Frame
Identify the Cab Frame (1) and whilst still in the fret, carefully open out the locator holes marked ‘A’ (see Figures
1, 2, & 4) using a 0.4mm drill bit, then remove it from the fret, using a sharp blade to avoid damage.
Before building the cab, it’s a good idea to cut the glazing to size (transparent plastic or Mylar - not supplied),
using the window openings in the cab frame as a guide. Make them a snug fit in the apertures.
Refer to Figure 1. It’s important to form all the bends in the order stated, using flat-nosed pliers or a Hold & Fold
(run through it in your head first to make sure your particular design of Hold & Fold will allow you to follow the
suggested sequence). For the main corners, use flat-nosed pliers or a Hold & Fold, clamping the etch over the
window openings and as close to the fold line as possible. If you grip the cab side instead, the window pillar will
probably distort. Make the bends at the front corners of the cab frame, bending to 90 degrees (Bends ‘B’). Go on
to grip at the rear corners as you fold the sides (bends ‘C’) so the two front halves come together with the top
and bottom overlaps meeting along Line ‘D - the left-side overlaps sit on the outside of the frame, as shown.
Make the angled bends along the strengtheners ‘E’, situated at the top edges of the sides, setting them at about
45 degrees – if you’re not using a Hold & Fold then bend them a fraction at a time, doing the front and rear
bends separately, using the tips of your pliers. Make sure the strengtheners do not obscure the cab end windows
openings.
Fold the floor (F) and, as you move it upwards - watch out for the small tab (A – see also Figure 4) at the bottom
edge, which should not be included in the bend. As you approach 90 degrees, gently spring the cab front
halves outwards, just far enough to allow the floor’s tabs to locate into their slots. Adjust the angles to get
everything square and then, using 0.4mm wire through the small holes ‘A’ in the overlaps (to register the front
halves) solder the overlaps together. Leave the location pins in place, and sticking outwards.
To get the front flat, hold a straight edge across it as you solder the tabs from the floor section into the cab front
halves. If the front face still isn’t perfectly flat then, again, use the straight edge as you apply heat to the joint at
the overlap and adjust. File the floor tabs flush with the front surface of the frame.
To finish off the frame, check the cab floor is straight (it may have bowed) and working from the underside, add a
good fillet of solder along the side joints, again, using a straight edge to push the cab sides up to the floor. Add
some solder to the strengtheners, at the top, inside, cab corners.
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Some locos had Cab Doors (46 x2 – to be added later) which we’ve included. If you wish to model this feature,
try the doors in place – they should fit into the openings in the frame.
Drill out the small holes in the Sandbox locators ‘G’ to 0.4mm (also shown in Figure 2 & 4) and then bend them
up through 90 degrees, so they protrude inside the cab.
Cab Overlays
The overlays assemble on to little stubs of wire that locate in the holes ‘A’ that you earlier drilled out on the cab
frame. We recommend, wherever possible, applying heat and solder from the inside of the cab, to avoid clogging
up the rivets on the outer faces of the overlays. This will save a lot of cleaning up and also preserves the detail.
Ensure that you leave no flux residue trapped between layers as some types of flux can be highly corrosive
unless washed off immediately.
Careful preparation of parts is essential. While they are still in the fret, lightly tin the rear surfaces of the four cab
overlays (2 to 5). Use a 0.4mm bit to open out the location holes ‘A’ (Fig.2 and 4) and then carefully remove the
parts. Clean up the tinned areas using a pad (something lightly abrasive such as an emery board) removing all
traces of flux and residue. Check for raised areas, where the solder is too thick, and rub down as necessary until
the parts are absolutely flat. Clean the cab frame and allow the parts to dry, ready for assembly.
Starting with the Cab Rear (2), use lengths of 0.4mm wire to locate the part on the frame’s top and bottom tabs
(both marked ‘A’ on Figures 2 & 4). Check the wrapper is sitting in line with the frame corners and tack at the top
(at the tag only) then make a final check, looking down the corners and tack at the bottom tag. Hold the
assembly with the overlay pressed down onto a flat, softwood surface and, working from inside the cab with your
iron, use the solder access holes to apply a small amount of additional solder (this helps to transfer the heat) as
you ‘sweat’ the wrapper on. Draw the heat up to the top corners, let the whole thing cool, solder the central area,
near the floor, and then finish off around the window openings and the top edge. Finally invert the frame
assembly and run along the bottom edge behind the overhang at the rear, as you press the overlay in place with
a lolly stick. Hopefully, there should be little or no solder on the outer face of the overlay.
Repeat the procedure for the Cab Front overlay (3) using the location pins in holes ‘A’. When you’ve checked
that the end overlays are securely fixed, paying particular attention to the corners, run a needle file over the side
faces of the frame, to ensure the overlays do not protrude beyond them – the side overlays fit outside the edges
of the front and rear, as shown in Figure 3.
Very carefully, bend the top strengthener on the Cab Side overlays (4 & 5) through about 45 degrees. Make
another check to ensure these overlays are flat and then fit one of them to the side of the frame, using a couple
of lightly oiled, tapered broaches, pushed through the cab handrails holes for location. Check the overlay edges
run in line with the cab corners and then tack the overlay to the strengthener and at the rear, bottom corner.
Once the overlay is situated correctly, go on to apply heat and solder from inside the cab as you did for the ends.
When the overlay is securely in place, solder its strengthener to the angled part at the top of the frame. Fit the
opposite side in exactly the same way.
With all the overlays in place, file the small locator tabs from the tops of the cab ends, and remove the braces
from the cab door openings and at the front of the cab (all labelled ‘H’). Use a burr or cutting disc to take the
pieces away, to finish off with fine files to tidy up the edges.
Bend 0.4mm wires to shape to represent the cab handrails and solder them into their locations, applying the iron
from inside the cab for a neat job. Once in place, grind off the excess wire on the inside of the cab. Bend up the
Tool Locker (6), solder this in place, inside the cab, then add the Locker Lid (7).
Moving on to Figure 4, remove the Tanks (8 x2) from the lost wax sprues and trim the bottom location pins, so
their length is no greater than the thickness of the cab floor – it’s essential that you do this or the bufferbeams
won’t fit later. Try the tanks in place and then put them aside. Fold the Rear Sandboxes (9 & 10) to shape and
locate the tiny Sandbox Lids (11) using a short length of wire and solder them to the boxes – leave some wire
sticking down inside for location onto the platform areas ‘G’. The sandboxes and tanks can be soldered to the
inside of the cab now, but beware that you risk lifting the cab overlays as you apply heat. A safer and easier
alternative is to glue them in place, after painting. Finish off the cab shell by inverting it and, using a lightly oiled
bolt to position it an M2 bolt centrally on the underside of the floor, and solder this in place. Remove the bolt.

Bending and fitting the Roof
Although you can anneal the roof and then use formers (round bar etc.) to form the roof curves, positioning the
formers for the sharp corner bends is difficult, as these are right at the edges of the material. We found the
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following method, which uses a small Hold ‘n’ Fold tool and does not involve annealing (this would result in the
bends being too sharp). If you don’t have one of these tools, a small, high quality, modelling vice with smooth
jaws may do at a pinch.
Start by making the main, gentle curve in the Cab Roof (12), using a suitable former. Make sure you bend in the
right plane – with the rain strips running longitudinally (see diagram). Once you’ve matched this to the profile of
the top of the cab, you can form the more difficult, tight bends, near the edges. To do this, site the jaws of the
‘Hold ‘n’ Fold’ so the first row of rivets are just obscured, and then carefully start to form the sharp curve. Use
your fingers to apply pressure evenly along the bend, pushing along the rainstrip and taking it slowly, doing a bit
at a time. Bend to about 30 degrees, then slacken off the grip and push a bit more of the corner into the jaws
then, without re-tightening the grip, form a bit more, further up the roof. Try the roof in place and make
adjustments as required, then do the same for the opposite side. When the roof is fitted it, should overlap the
side overlay by the tiniest amount, with the roof edge sitting just above the beading of the cab side opening (See
Fig. 5). If you’ve overdone the corner bend, try and identify the area that’s too sharp, and use the Hold ‘n’ Fold
to carefully flatten that particular part of the curve to the desired radius. Minor discrepancies can be corrected
using finger pressure.
Once the roof fits as it should, it’s quite easy to make it detachable (which allows for detailing and painting the
cab interior). Bend up the angled ends of the Roof Fastener rail (‘13’ in Figure 4) and flood the bends with solder.
Use lengths of 0.4mm wire through the holes in both etches, to locate the bar centrally inside the roof and solder
it firmly in place, then carefully grind the location wires flush. Using a 0.4mm bit, make sure the holes ‘J’ in the
cab ends (at the front, this is the upper of the two small holes) are clear, and then hold the roof firmly in place as
you drill through into the ends of the bar, front and back. The roof can now be secured using 0.4mm wire pushed
through the cab ends and running into the bar. You can use two pieces, or one continuous length, pushed in until
they are almost flush with the cab ends, so they look like small bolt heads. As the roof is held firmly down at the
centre, adjust the curvature to give it a slightly tighter radius should to pull the outer corners down tight on the
frame.
Open out the location hole for the air horn (part 40 in Fig. 4) so it’s a good fit and then store this part safely away.
Footplate
Remove the small parts contained within the Footplate (14) and Footplate Overlay (15) cutaways and store them
safely. Refer to Figure 7. Punch out the rivet detail at the ends of the footplate and then tin the top surface of the
footplate (marked with a star) along with the plain underside of the footplate overlay and then clean the parts up
ready to join them together. Use the central locator holes ‘K’ and 0.5mm wire to line up the parts, as you did for
the cab, then working on a large, flat piece of softwood, apply heat to the underside of the footplate, moving the
iron along slowly. Use a pointed tool or a block of wood to apply downward pressure immediately adjoining the
area you’re soldering – this will keep it flat. Work from the middle outwards, one side at a time – you can add a
small amount of solder, as required, which will also help to transfer the heat from the iron, but try and keep the
solder from running into the bend lines at the ends. Once the layers are soldered together, and you’ve checked
the assembly is flat with no gaps or high spots, fold down the beam areas at the ends, checking the angles are
both 90 degrees. Run fillets of solder along the inside of these bends for extra strength.
Working at one side, attach one of the Valances (16 & 17 – the small dot indicates the front of the parts) to the
underside of the footplate overlay, between the bufferbeams, making sure the assembly is flat while you are
doing this. Butt the valance up against the side edge of the footplate (14) to position it and tack-solder at one end
first, check for distortion and then do the same at the other end. Now tack-solder at regular intervals along the
valance. Check that the footplate is still level, that the valance is straight and that there are no gaps between
valance and footplate. When satisfied, work on a short length at a time and run the tacks of solder into one
another – heat only short lengths of the valance at any one time to prevent buckling. Once you’ve done the
whole length, repeat the process the opposite side of the footplate. Finally, solder an M2 nut into the recess on
the footplate assembly.
Try the cab assembly in place on the footplate, cleaning out the solder from the slots where necessary, so the
cab sits right down on the top surface with no gaps. Note that, for extra rigidity, the tabs on the rear bufferbeam
also locate up into slots ‘M’ in the underside of the cab overhang, as illustrated in Figure 8. Hold the cab in place
and add solder via the tabs on the underside, then flux along the joints to draw the solder up. Avoid getting the
whole thing too hot at the same time or parts may come adrift...
Some engines, including GWR No. 1, had Wooden Threshers (18 x2) fixed to the footplate in the cab door
openings. These parts should be soldered directly to the footplate.
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General notes on castings
Some modellers feel they have to solder everything. This is an attitude that dates back a long way, to a time
when adhesives were nothing like as effective and easy to use as they are now. True, not many generally
available adhesives give the same strength as properly soldered joints, but they are more than up to most jobs
and offer significant benefits over soldering, especially if you haven’t done this sort of thing before. For the solder
to do its job, you need to be sure the two surfaces are sufficiently hot. If they’re not, the joint will be difficult to
make and will quite likely come apart sooner rather than later. Soldering large castings requires high heat levels,
and as you linger with the iron in order to get the bits hot enough, the heat can spread indiscriminately to other
areas causing all sorts of problems – overlays lifting, distortion, parts coming adrift, and solder straying into
difficult-to-clean areas. Ask yourself if it’s strictly necessary to solder hefty components such as the buffer beams
and bonnet/radiator assembly when they have a large surface area for the adhesive to grip. If you're in any way
uncertain of your soldering skills, then gluing is a perfectly valid alternative. Always use a quality brand and not
something you picked up in a pound shop or at a car boot sale. Our recommendation is a two-part epoxy
adhesive – either Araldite (the slow-setting, blue-tube type rather than Araldite Rapid) or Loctite Super Steel. As
long as there’s a reasonably large surface area for adhesion, and the surfaces are clean, this should be fine.
Don’t use cyanoacrylate (superglue) as it’s affected by heat, has poor shear strength and produces toxic fumes.
If you’re soldering, then having tinned the parts to be joined the golden rule is always to apply heat to the larger,
heavier component – the hefty bonnet and bufferbeam castings rather than the thin footplate. When sufficient
heat has been transferred to the smaller, lighter component then the solder will melt and the joint will be made.
Leave the parts where they are until they’ve had time to cool off – the main component will retain heat far longer
once the joint's been made and, if you move the workpiece, it could be hot enough still for the joint to come
apart.
Bufferbeams
Open out the holes in the Bufferbeams (19 & 20) to suit the buffers (21 x4) and coupling hooks (22 & 23), and
then, solder these parts to the beams. Try the beams in place, hard up to their etched backing pieces - the rear
beam butts up underside of the overhang at the back of the cab. The front beam has a lip on its back face, and
this sits on top of the footplate wrapper. You may have to enlarge the location holes for the beams, depending
on the degree of casting shrinkage. Once you’re happy they fit as they should, both beams can be attached to
the model. You can use solder for this, although you risk dislodging the small parts, or you can glue them in
place using epoxy (see above). Finally, grind the beams’ locator pins flush with the rear face of the etches.
Bonnet assembly
Before detailing and fitting the Bonnet (24) Radiator (25) and Transmission Cover (26) to the loco, try the parts in
placed and check the fit. First, hold the radiator up to the front of the bonnet and make sure the small feet at the
base of the radiator sit outside the bottom ends of the bonnet– watch you don’t catch the ‘feet’ on the tiny hinges
on the right hand side - and ensure the radiator will sit flat against the bonnet (Figure 9). Some degree of mould
distortion is to be expected with large, lost wax castings, so you may need to do a small amount of work with a
file to achieve and optimum fit. Offer the transmission cover up to the radiator, to check the fit. Once you’re
happy all the parts fit together, try them in their locations in the footplate, both individually and together - make
this a dry run, without solder or glue, to ensure there are no problems later.
When all the parts go where they should, without forcing, you should decide how best to fit the bonnet to the
footplate. Read the notes above for a second time because various approaches are possible – you could solder
everything in the sequence we describe, you could solder the details to the bonnet and then glue it to the
footplate, or you could solder the bonnet to the footplate first and then glue the details in place. Having decided,
you can start to detail the bonnet itself. Bend short lengths of 0.4mm wire to shape and solder them into the
handrail holes, which you’ll need to drill out (drill starts are provided). Note the orientation of the Filler Spout (27),
which is pushed up from inside of the bonnet and sits in a recess to create the illusion of thin, sheet metal bonnet
construction. You may prefer to add this part after painting to avoid clogging the recess with paint. The tiny Air
Vent (28) can also be fitted now, or later, and this should be a tight fit in its hole, protruding about 1mm above
the bonnet top. Fit the Chimney (29) into its location, making sure it’s sitting square. Now fit the Bonnet assembly
to the footplate, pushed hard up to the cab, If you’re going to solder it in place, tack it, check it’s straight, that the
footplate is still flat and then, working from inside wherever possible, solder the bonnet to the footplate, and to
the cab front. Providing you follow the correct procedure, it’s unlikely that soldering the bonnet to the footplate
will dislodge the bonnet details.
Photos of the GWR version of this engine show a handrail running across the front of the radiator. To model this
feature, open out the location holes with extreme care - these are very close to the edge, so you may need to
angle the drill bit slightly inward to avoid breaking through - then bend a wire to shape and solder it in place.
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The radiator and transmission cover can now be glued to the footplate, and to each other, or soldered in place
working from inside wherever possible.
Add the Starter Engine (30), followed by its Belt Cover (31), which locates in both the bonnet (hole ‘L’) and the
footplate – the cover can be tricky to fit but you can may life easier filing a chamfer on one or both of the pins.
Finish the footplate by pushing the Sandboxes (32 x2) into their holes, check their orientation, and solder these
in place. Open out holes ‘N’ in the footplate for the rear sandpipes, which can be fitted later.
Cab details
Refer back to Figures 4 and 6. Solder the Dials (33) into the recess in the Cab Console, using the minimum of
solder or, if you prefer, glue this part in place after painting it separately. If you have a rivet press, form four small
bolts at the corners of the fold-up panel at the top of the Control Console (34). Make the 45 degree angle and the
front of the console, and then do right angled corners. Solder along the side seams, from the inside, then bend
the top instrument panel section up until its vertical and then add the Panel Backing (35) to this. Bend the Brake
Handles (36 & 37) to shape and, noting they are handed (marked ‘L’ and ‘R’) add them to the console, along with
the Throttle (38 – up through the slot) and Sanding Lever (39). You can super-detail the console further, by
adding a length of fine wire (0.4 or even finer if you have it) which can be run between the brake handles, to link
them, as shown.
Solder the Air Horn (40) into its location at the front of the cab and then grind off excess locator pin on the inside.
Make a sharp bend in a length of 0.4mm wire, and combine this with the Starter Clutch Linkage (41) slotting the
rear end of this rod into the cab front, with the bottom of the wire locating into hole ‘P’ in the footplate (situated
just behind the starter engine) as shown in Figure 10. Arrange the link so it drops very slightly towards the front,
with the wire sloping back at about 15 degrees or so and then you can solder the bits in place and trim the ends
of the wire. Grind off any locator pins that may protrude down below the footplate
Paying particular attention to their orientation, use 0.5mm wire to locate parts 42, 43 and 44 and layer them to
make up the reverser/gear assembly – be sparing with the solder in order to preserve the appearance of slots for
the levers. File the side edges so the quadrant looks solid, then try the assembly in place, making sure it goes
fully home, right down into the floor. A nice touch can be added to the cab by filing the heads of fine pins (not
supplied) into a rectangular shape to represent the clutch pedals, which can be soldered into their locations in
the floor, standing proud by about 2mm.
Clean up the body, and the inside of the cab. The completed Control Console assembly, the Reverser Assembly
and Handbrake Stanchion (45 into ‘O’) along with the any other cab interior parts (such as, the sandboxes and
air tanks – see above) can be can be soldered into their locations at this point. Alternatively, you may prefer to
glue these details in place after the model has been painted. If you decide to fit Cab Doors (46) you can do this
now
Painting is best done after you’ve built the chassis, as you’ll have to solder in the sand pipes and possibly make
minor adjustments to get a good fit. The cab roof should be painted separately and then fitted it to the finished
model, using wires as described above.

Chassis Assembly
The chassis, shown in Figure 11, can be built rigid, or with full compensation, which will allow the wheels to
follow the undulations of the track and significantly improve current pick-up.
If you’ve built a High Level kit before, you’ll find the assembly sequence may differ from what you’ve been used
to. The frames and spacers are assembled in the usual way but you’ll be using the connecting rods rather than
the coupling rods to set them up, so you won’t be able to use a chassis jig (Avonside or Hobby Holidays) to
establish the necessary datum. Rather than being built up as a separate item, the gearbox is integral with the
chassis and should be assembled on site (minus gears and motor, obviously) as soon you’ve put the basic
frames together. Even the much-admired IllusoDrive system used on our other jackshaft-driven diesels has been
modified to suit this particular prototype.
Follow these instructions carefully and clean up thoroughly as you go along – the areas between the frames
soon start to fill up and scrubbing away at residual flux deposits could be difficult. We suggest you defer painting
the chassis until all the details have been soldered in place, the hornblocks are in position and you’ve jigged up
(but not permanently fixed) the brakegear and step assemblies. Once the chassis is painted you can fit the gears
and motor, add wheels, pick-ups and brake gear, and generally fine-tune the loco ready for the body and chassis
to be fixed together.
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Remove the frames (47 & 48) from the fret and carefully punch out the rivet detail - some practice rivets are
included at the side of the fret - and then straighten the frames as necessary.
For a rigid chassis, ream out all the axle bush locations in the chassis frames and solder the 1/8in axle bush
bearings in place. Check that they’re fully home and not at an angle.
For a compensated chassis, read all of the following carefully: Solder a 1/8in axle bush into the frames at the
front driving wheel location. Now go on to make the hornblock cutaways by carefully making a slot up the centre
line of the rear axle locations. Use a cutter in your minidrill, a fine fret saw, or a needle file. Bend the sides of
these cuts back and forth, until the metal snaps off to form the rough cutaway shape. Dress the sides with a file
using the remainder of the half-etched marks as a guide. Don't file anything from the top horizontal edge of the
slots - this is used to set the hornblocks at the correct height.
For all types of chassis, open out the jackshaft location holes in the frames, to accept 2mm axle bushes, and
then use the bushes to locate the Jackshaft Journals (49 x2) on the chassis, and solder the parts in place.
If you're going to fit plunger pick-ups (Alan Gibson, ref. 4M62) open out the holes 'Q' so the plastic outer sleeve
of the pick-up is a tight push-fit, then remove the sleeves.
Integral Gearbox
The gearbox is assembled as part of the chassis, not as a separate item. Prepare the Gearbox Sideplates (50 &
51). They need to be positioning accurately in the chassis, which is achieved using the gearshafts, slotted
through the parts, to ‘jig’ the sideplates as they are soldered in place. Gearshaft holes are etched undersize and
must be carefully opened out so the components, when offered up, are a push-fit in their holes.
Open out the holes in both frames and in the gearbox sideplates, as described above, to suit either 1.5 or 2mm
silver steel, as appropriate. A push-fit is fine but we don’t want any slop at all so don’t open up the holes any
more than is strictly necessary. Use a tapered reamer or broach for this, rather than by drilling, and then finish off
by de-burring the holes by inserting the tip of a drill bit (of much larger diameter than the hole) and gently rotating
it between your fingers. Holes ‘R’ should be matched to the diameter of 1mm O.D. tube. When all holes are the
correct size, and the gear shafts will (just) pass through, then fold up the spacer on part 51 and strengthen the
bends with solder.
Start the chassis construction by bending the Front (52) and Rear (53) Spacers through 90 degrees and then
use these to assemble the frames, as shown – don’t fit any other spacers just yet. For a compensated chassis,
open out hole ‘S’ to 2mm diameter to accept the length of rod used as a pivot. You’ll fit the rod itself later in the
assembly sequence.
Using a carborundum disc in a mini-drill, cut the gearshafts to length. This should be equal to the distance
across the frames although they don’t need to be exact at this point, as long as they aren’t too short. Wear
effective eye protection – cutting discs can and do disintegrate if they snag. Dress the ends to get rid of any
ragged edges.
Check the tabs in the sideplates fit easily into their slots in the Motor Mount (54), then push the slots at the front
of the sideplates into notches on the front spacer. Slide a length of shaft through all the stage 1 gearshaft holes
in both the frames and the plates. Clip the Gearbox Mount into the frames, springing the sides apart slightly to
facilitate this, and joggle the rear of the sideplates so their tabs fit into the slots in the mount, then solder the
mount into the frames. Add the other Gearshafts, for extra accuracy, slotting them through all the parts, and then
solder the sideplates to the spacer, and to the mount.
Now is a good time to trial-fit the gears (including the axle and final jackshaft gears) in order to check they rotate
freely (Fig. 14). This allows you to make adjustments without things getting in the way.
Check that the gears themselves are free from any dust or swarf left over from manufacture. The stage 1 double
gear can be one of three types, depending on overall ratio (see Fig. 14). It has angled teeth to mesh with the
worm, and is identifiable by a single dot on the side face. Fit the stage 1 gearshaft and the double gear, followed
by the stage 2 shaft and double gear (this has two dots) then turn the geartrain using your finger - the gears
should run without resistance. The side faces of the stage 1 and 2 gears should run quite happily against one
other, although a small amount of sideplay is necessary to avoid friction. If this isn’t the case, then the sideplates
will probably be sitting out of true and will need easing. Follow up with the idler gear and 1.5mm shaft and then
re-test by hand, as above.
Slot a length of 2mm shaft (this can be over-length) through the frames at the jackshaft location and include the
20Tooth jackshaft gear – this is a tight, push fit on the shaft. Temporarily fit a 1/8in axle along with the final brass
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20T gear. Align all the gears so they mesh - for final assembly, the sideplay of the parts is controlled but, for the
time being, just keep an eye on them to ensure correct meshing. Test the whole geartrain, turning it by hand – it
will turn more easily from the top - and when all us well, remove the components and store safely.
Finish off the basic chassis structure by soldering the Midway Spacer (55) in place, just ahead of the rear axle,
as shown - for a compensated chassis, the central hole (S) should be opened out to 2mm.
You can now test-fit the chassis to the body, using two M2 mounting bolts supplied, which should be cut to
length. Check the top of the frames sit hard up to the underside of the footplate, making minor adjustments with
a file as required. For P4 and EM gauges only, you’ll need to remove some material from the tops of the frames
at point ‘T’, and perhaps file small flats on the ends of the Stage 1 shaft, in order to allow the chassis to sit hard
up to the footplate.
The motor mount can be braced using a length of 1mm wire, which will prevent it from flexing, ensuring a reliable
worm mesh. The wire should be bent to shape and soldered between the holes, as shown in Figure 14. You’ll
probably need to refit the body more than once, and adjust the wire’s shape, so it doesn’t catch inside the
transmission cover where clearance is limited. It’s recommended you temporarily fit the motor and worm (see
below) just to be sure they won’t catch anything inside the body.
Siderods and Connecting Rods
On most locomotives – real and model – the coupling rods and connecting rods are separate items. On this
Fowler, the two are permanently joined to form one solid unit each side. The siderods are purely cosmetic – the
front wheels take power directly from the gearbox. When completed, the connecting rods and side rods are
permanently joined to form one solid unit each side, with the siderods themselves being purely cosmetic and the
front wheels taking power directly from the gearbox. When the model’s in motion, however, it looks for all the
world as if both wheelsets are driven from the jackshaft, which is how it is on the prototype. This unorthodox
design totally eliminates crankpin clearance problems as well as simplifying construction. If you want to stick with
what you know, using crankpins with their retainers thinned right down at the front drivers (and the conn rod
spaced further out) then you’ll need to open out both crankpin holes in the siderods to suit the pins, and leave
the side and conn rods as separate parts.
Refer to the fret diagram, and to Figure 12. Open out the holes in the long Connecting Rods (56 - 59) to suit the
components shown in the diagram. Make the holes a tightish fit - you can always open them out a touch more
later. Use the fret diagram to identify the parts, remove them from the fret in pairs, building one rod at a time to
avoid confusion. You can use a small length of 0.4mm wire to assist with alignment, but be sure to leave this
wire so it protrudes from the back face by about 2mm. When you have a handed pair of rods, dress the top edge
of the bosses using a fine file and then carefully open out the cork holes. Add short lengths of 0.4mm wire to the
holes, solder it in place, and then trim the wires until there are proud by about 0.5mm. Dress up the rest of the
rods, so they look like one solid piece.
Layer up the Side Rods (60 x2, 61 x2) to make handed pairs, as you did for the connecting rods (above) and this
time, slot a short piece of 1mm wire through the front crankpin location to locate the halves – this can be
soldered in place. Add the corks, and clean up the rods
A full-thickness Spacer Washer (62) creates a prototypical gap between the rods, but before soldering the
assemblies together, you’ll need to check the crankpin bush supplied with your wheels is long enough to go
through all the etches in the rod assemblies. If you find the bush is too short, substitute the washer for half
thickness (also supplied) or, as a last resort, use no spacer at all. Once this is determined, trim the outwardfacing end of the 1mm ‘crankpin wire’ (at the front of the side rod) so it protrudes by the same thickness as your
washer, and file the rear face flush with the rod’s back face. Do the same at both sides to make a handed pair.
Check the small 0.4mm hole in the side rods is still clear, and locate this over the wire the on corresponding
conn rods assemblies, with the protruding 1mm wire facing the rear face of the long conn rod. Lightly oil a locator
- a rusty old tapered broach is ideal – and use this to line up the rear end bosses, making sure you include a
small spacer washer (62) between the rod assemblies. Push the two assemblies tightly together and solder them
at both ends to form a solid unit – there should be some daylight between the rods – taking care not to draw
solder from the rod edges. After cleaning up, the rod assemblies are ready for fitting, which happens later in the
build.
For a compensated chassis, you’ll need to deviate slightly from the usual procedure. First bend up a pair of High
Level Hornblock etches, using their own separate instructions. Because the compensated axle uses 1/8in
hornblocks you can use an ordinary 1/8 in tapered or stepped axle jig to set up the hornblocks. But since the
crankshaft – which acts as the fixed datum – is 2mm diameter, you’ll need to improvise a 2mm axle jig for the
other end. One way to do this is by using the length of 2mm O.D. brass tube supplied with the kit, with a 1.5mm
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drill but slotted through the bore. Another is to use a 2mm dia pinpoint axle, with the taper extended by filing or
grinding it down until it will just slip through the holes in the rods at the crankshaft end. Having sorted yourself
out, slot a 1/8in axle jig through the rear driver location and position a pair of hornblock assemblies at the rear
wheel position. Include the 1/8in brass hornblock bearings, which should be lightly oiled to prevent them from
being soldered to the etches, and then use the coupling rods, in conjunction with your 2mm axle jig, to set the
exact position of the hornblock assemblies. The Conn rod should be set to run between the jig ends, at the rear
driver and jackshaft locations
Position your hornblock units, so the small tongue (which sets the height) is butted up to the top of the frame
cutaway. Check the units are square and vertical and that the edges of the hornguides are parallel to the slots in
the frames. Tack solder in place at one point only and then, after a final check, you can remove the bearings and
solder the etches in their final position by seam-soldering around the edges. This avoids the risk of soldering the
bearings solid. To complete the compensation system, solder a length of 2mm silver steel between the holes ‘S’
to form the pivot for the rear axle.
Chassis Details
The brake hanger pivots are lengths of 1mm O.D. tube soldered in place at locations ‘U’ and ‘V’ with equal
amounts protruding at either side. This distance should be 1.6mm for P4 and 2mm for EM/OO, with the length
across the outer tube faces being 19.2mm for P4, 18.5mm for EM and 16.5mm for OO.
For the rear pivots you can use one continuous length of tube, but for the front wheels, at location ‘V’, you’ll need
to use two shorter sections in order to avoid the tube passing through the gearbox. Cut the tubes to approximate
length and solder in place - these can be short stubs or, for greater rigidity, the inner ends can be located in the
gearbox sideplates, but they must not protrude into the gearbox area (or they will foul the gears). Although it’s
not impossible to trim the ends if they do poke through, getting a file or grinder in to the space can be very tricky
and so it’s best to avoid it happening in the first place. In any event, make sure no solder is present on the inner
faces of the gearbox sideplates and that they are completely smooth.
Starting at the front of the chassis, push the Beam Braces (63 & 64) into their location slots, then bend up the
tails to lock them in place. Check they are straight and solder in place, taking care try not to flood the notches at
the front. Do the same for the Footplate Supports (65 x2 & 66 x2). Noting that they are handed, slide the Front
Rivet Strips (67 & 68) into the small gap between the beam brace and frame and solder these in place, so their
leading edge lines up with the frame ends, as shown. Line up the Rear Rivet Strips (69 x2) with the back and top
edges of the frames, secure with solder.
There are two riveted strips (70 & 71) which butt right up to the footplate supports alongside the leading and
trailing wheels. Once fitted, the front pair will obscure the Stage 2 gearshaft (see Fig 11) so you won't be able to
fit it, or remove it for adjustment. To get around this, you can either leave the front strips off altogether (or at least
wait until all work on the gears and shafts has finished before lightly gluing them in place) or swap them over so
they're on the opposite side of the footplate support to the shaft location holes and brake hangers.
Cross-refer Figures 11 and 15. Open out the holes for the brakeshaft ‘W’ and set-up wire holes ‘X’ situated on
the frames and the Brakeshaft Inner Journal (72). Do the same for the small actuator (73) then hold the inner
journal in place on the rear spacer as you slot a length of 0.5mm wire through the set-up wire through holes ‘X’.
Make sure the wire is straight and solder the journal to the spacer then slide out the wire.
To represent the brakeshaft, cut a length of 1mm wire to about 18mm, tidy one end up and then push this
through holes ‘V’ so it stops just beyond the inner journal – don’t forget to include the small actuator. Solder the
brakeshaft in place at both ends, leaving a larger amount protruding from the left frame, to be trimmed later.
Position the actuator at the centre of the chassis – you’ll need to measure this position – then, using the set-up
wire to line up the angle, solder the lever to the shaft. Now you can carefully remove the set-up tabs on both
frames, and on part 72.
Have a go at punching out the rivets on the Brakeshaft Outer Journal (74) and then bend the etches to shape – if
this doesn’t go well, then a simpler alternative is provided (75). Working on the left of the chassis, site the journal
over the protruding end of the brakeshaft and solder to the frame, and to the shaft.
Bend the end of the Clutch Lever (76) through 180 degrees, so a small pocket is formed, suitable for 0.5mm
wire. Working on the left frame, drill out its location hole and solder in a short length of 0.5mm wire, then locate
the lever on the wire. Bend a second wire into an L-shape and run this down from the notch at the top edge of
the LH frame, and into the end of the lever. Position the parts so the lever runs about 0.4mm from the frame (you
can use wire to set this) with the L-shaped wire more or less vertical (see Fig. 15) and then solder all parts in
place before trimming the ends of the wires.
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Make the slight dogleg at the end of part 77 and then layer this up with 78 to form the handbrake lever assembly
– make sure a length of 0.5mm wire will pass through both ends, as shown. Flood the circular end with solder to
make the lever look solid, and then re-open the wire location. Locate this assembly on a short length of wire,
protruding from the location hole at the rear of the right hand frame, and solder it in place so it’s about 0.4mm
from the face of the frame and running horizontally. Trim the locating wire slightly proud. At the other end of the
lever, slot an L-shaped 0.5mm wire into the hole with the top sitting in the notch in the frame and solder in place.
There should be about 1.5mm of this wire sticking out of the bottom of the lever, as shown in Figure 15.
Open out the small hole in the Brake Cylinder Casting (79) and the Steambrake Lever (80), to accept a length of
0.5mm wire. Solder a length of this wire into the cylinder’s piston, leaving about 2mm sticking out, then slot the
small end of the lever over the wire. Holding the two parts together, locate them on the chassis, pushing the
cylinder mounting peg into the left frame and sliding the lever along the brakeshaft - this should set the angle of
both parts. Solder the cylinder in place, making sure it sits hard up to the frame and then push the brake lever
right up to the piston, check it’s parallel with the frames (vertical when viewed head-on) and solder it in place
before trimming both wires very slightly proud of the outer face of the lever.
Brakegear Assembly
While they are still in the fret, fold up the tabs on the Brake Hanger Rear Layers (81 x2 & 82 x2) then tin the
backs of the Front Layers (83 x2 & 84 x2) and the Brake Shoes (85 x2 & 86 x2 - take note that these are also
handed) then open out their holes to suit the wires shown in Figure 11. Noting which is the correct way up for the
parts, take one of the hangers and, using a short length of 0.5mm wire to locate the shoe and backing pieces
together, solder them to make one solid unit. Check the top and bottom holes are free from solder. Repeat this
process until you have two handed pairs.
The folding tab on the hanger assemblies is used to space them the correct distance from the frames. For P4
wheels, which run closer to the frames than OO/EM, these small pieces 'Y' will need to be filed off. For all
gauges, the length of the tab should be equal to the amount of the brake hanger tube projecting from the frame.
Select the correct brake stretchers (87 - OO, EM, or P4) and solder lengths of 0.4mm wire into them, making
sure the wire sits right down in the grooves. Trim the wires so that about 2mm protrudes at the sides.
Open out the small location holes at the rear of the Pullrods (88 - 90), and use a short length of 0.4mm wire to
locate the parts as you solder the rods together to form a forked end. Check the fork will slip over the bottom of
the actuator, and that a 0.4mm wire will slot through the holes on the fork, but do not secure this wire in place.
Finish off by bending the strengthener on the left-hand rod, through 90 degrees and solder it to the underside of
the assembly (this forms a recess for the hybrid gear).
Hold the front brake stretcher with the wire facing downwards and front end of rod assembly along the stretcher,
so it locates in the notch at the centre – it should click into place – and then solder in position. Do the same for
the rear stretcher. Adjust the parts as necessary, so the whole assembly is straight and square – you can
confirm the ‘pitch’ at the outer ends of the stretchers by slotting the protruding wire ends into the brake hanger
tubes at ‘U’ and ‘V’.
Fit the forked end of the pull rod assembly onto the actuator lever (Hole ‘X’) slotting a length of 0.5mm wire
through keep it in place. Push a 25mm length 0.5mm diameter wire though the chassis, at the front brake hanger
pivot 'V' and then locate a handed pair of hangers onto these wires. Swing the whole pull rod assembly up and
slip the bottoms of the hangers over the wires on the brake front brake stretcher. Now, push the hangers hard up
against the frames and then, as you hold them in place, carefully solder the bottoms to the stretchers. Trim the
wire at the top and bottom of the hangers, so it is very slightly proud at both sides.
Fit the rear hangers, as above, and solder them to the rear stretchers. Try a wheel and axle in place at each
location and check the clearance between the shoes and the wheels - the length of the brake rods should set the
hangers at more or less the correct distance from the wheels, but you can make minor adjustments by applying
heat at individual joints whilst carefully nudging the parts. Before removing the brakegear, very carefully solder
lengths of 0.5mm wire to the outside of the front brake blocks, as shown in Figure 15, to represent the
sandpipes. Shape these wires so they run down to the wheels, with the top ends stopping just short of the centre
of the sandbox mounting pins (you’ll need to try the body in place for this).
When all is well, remove the brakegear by pulling out the loose wires from the tops of the hangers, and from the
rear of the brake rod. When you come to refit the brakegear, pivot from the actuator as before, and swing up the
front into position. Slot a long wire through the hangers at the rear wheels, but for the front use two shorter
lengths, making sure they don’t protruded into the gearbox space. To prevent these being pushed right into the
tubes, make a tiny bend at the outer ends (Fig. 15). When you come to assemble the brakes for the final time
you can, if you wish, add a small amount of glue or paint to the ends of the wires for extra security.
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Select the drill starts for your gauge - the outer ones are for P4, the middle for EM and the inner pair for OO and, using a 0.4mm bit, drill out the mounting holes in the Railguard (91 & 92) which differ from one another to
allow the unused drill starts to be hidden. Using you Hold’n’Fold (or small vice) bend the guards to shape, then
solder them in place under the chassis, as shown in Figure 15. If you have trouble folding or fitting these small
parts, use 1mm bar as a neat substitute.
Fit the balance weights (93 x4) to the wheels as shown in Figure 16 – epoxy is best for this. Make sure they lie
flat so they won't foul the rods.
Step Assemblies
Refer to Figure 13. Drill out the small location holes in the Step Frame (94) to 0.5mm diameter. Remove the
central fret containing smaller parts, then fold up the steps in the order shown. Make the right-angle bends on
the long overlaps, then use pliers to form the smaller bends, doing each one a bit at a time, until they are also at
90 degrees. The overlap marked with circular holes should sit below its counterpart at the top (marked with two
stars). Slot wires thought the holes in the overlaps to line them up and solder them tightly together, nipping the
layers with tweezers as you do so. Adjust the rest of bends so they all look square, then carefully spring the legs
and add the small Footsteps (95 x2) making sure they sit level (best done using a magnifier).
The step assemblies locate on top of the frames, as shown in Figure 11. Although they can be glued in place
after painting (and fitting the wheels) soldering the steps to the chassis gives the strongest job and allows you to
fit the Step Braces (96 x2). To do this, run a length of 0.4mm wire across holes ‘Z’, solder it in place and then
trim the outsides so the protrude by about 0.6mm. Locate the steps on the tabs at the top of the frames, making
sure they don’t sit proud, and solder them to the chassis. Drill out the small hole in the braces, bend them into an
L-shape, locate them on the ends of the wire (Z) and solder them to the frames, then to the underside of the
bottom footsteps. Trim the protruding end of the step flush with the outer edge of the steps and file a 45 degree
chamfer on the edge then finish off by trimming the wires flush inside the frames at ‘Z’
Pick-ups
Plunger pick-ups (Alan Gibson, ref. 4M62) are one option, and these will need to be fitted into holes ‘Q’ before
wheels go on. Check the plastic, outer sleeve of the pick-up is a tight push-fit, but do not fit the brass pick-ups
into them until you’re ready to fit the wheels. For P4, where the wheels are closer to the frames, you may need to
trim about 0.4mm from the outer end of the brass plungers.
The second and more traditional alternative involves running suitably-shaped wiper pick-ups - made from
phosphor-bronze or 0.33mm hard brass wire – out to the wheel rims from strips of copperclad glued to the inside
faces of the frames between the drivers, where holes ‘Q’ are. This can be done after painting. Solder the wires to
the motor first, and then fit the pick-ups so they’re not disturbed by subsequent soldering.
You’ll probably notice that, other than a few washers and a pair of flycranks, you don’t have any parts left, so it’s
time to clean everything up and then paint the parts, ready for the final assembly sequence. If you wish, at this
stage, you can shape the rear sandpipes and solder them into holes ‘N', or glue them in last thing. Paint the body
assembly, then glue in the parts and details you may have painted separately.

Final Assembly
Now all the sub-assemblies can be brought together to complete the model. If you don’t have the gearshafts cut
to exact length (equal to the width across the outside of the frames) do this now, then fit them as you did before,
along with the gears, into their locations (see above). Test for free-running of the gears, one stage at a time, then
glue the shafts in place making sure no adhesive gets onto the gears themselves.
Test the motor and then fit the worm onto the motor shaft (at the mounting screw end) so its mid-point is about
6mm from the motor face (so the worm lines up with the stage 1 gearshaft when the motor is fitted into the
gearbox). Some brass worms supplied to us are fractionally tighter than others, and if they aren’t an easy pushfit, use a broach to ease the fit and then, if necessary, secure the brass worm with a small drop of Loctite 601 at
the outer end of the motor shaft.
Solder power leads to the motor terminals (leave these over-length for testing) and screw the motor to the motor
mount, using the fixing screws supplied with it. To use the vertical screw holes, with the gears still in place,
tighten the motor screws almost fully home in the motor and then offer it up to the curved recesses in the
mounting plate – the screw heads will pass thought the large part of the slots – then twist the motor into place,
so the screws are on-centre. You will most likely need to experiment with screw tightness to get best fit, so the
motor offers resistance as you twist it into place.
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Sight through the opening in the gearbox sides, using a magnifier if you have one, to check the mesh depth there should be ‘a fag paper’s worth’ of daylight between them, but avoid having too much backlash. If
necessary, loosen the screws, adjust the position and re-check. Try the mechanism under power, first without,
then with the front axle and hybrid gear temporarily fitted and then, when the geartrain is running smoothly, fit the
front wheels.
With any four-coupled loco, it’s important to eliminate any axle sideplay, particularly on the leading axle, so
we’ve included axle washers of varying thicknesses, situated on both the nickel and brass frets. With this in
mind, fit and quarter the wheelsets - the right hand cranks lead by 90 degrees, complete with crankpins on the
rear axle only. Be sure to include the final drive, hybrid gear on the front axle and the plunger pick-ups
assemblies for both axles, if applicable and then give the mechanism another test with the wheels in place.
For a compensated chassis, you can set the loco down on some track to check the ride height – you may need
to grind a small amount from the pivot beam which sits at the centre of the rear axle.
Remove the Flycranks (97 x2) from their sprue, grind off the feeds from the back face and then ream or broach
the shaft holes, aiming for a fairly tight, push-fit on a length of 2mm shaft if possible. Open out the crankpin
holes, so a crankpin bolt will just push through, and countersink the rear. Push in the bolts – you can solder
these in place at the back - and then fit crankpin bushes over the bolt ends. Depending on the size of the
shoulder on the bush, you may need to smooth the front face of crank casting, to allow the bush to sit flat (see
Fig. 12).
Fit one of the flycranks onto a length of 2mm shaft – this should be about 30mm – glue it in place, flush with the
end of the shaft, and then slide the shaft into the jackshaft location. At the side of the loco with the flycrank, add
a crankpin bush to the crank, and to the rear wheels, followed by the rod assembly, locating it between the two
bushes.
Because wheel thickness varies between manufacturers, wheel types and gauges, you’ll need to experiment to
see how much (if any) to washer out behind the flycrank, so the rod assembly runs parallel to the chassis (see
Fig. 17). Note, even with the wheels pushed full over to one side, there should still be some clearance between
the back of the rod assembly and the front wheel boss. Once you’ve established the spacing for one side, you
can apply this at the opposite side. Temporarily fit the second flycrank, with washering, and trim the jackshaft
end to length then remove the shaft, rod assembly and crankpin bushes.

You must remove the motor for this next procedure...
Working from the right hand side of the chassis (the side without the brake cylinder), slot the jackshaft (with
crank) into its location in the chassis making sure that, this time, you include the force-fit 20 tooth gear, which
should have the larger boss facing to the right of the chassis - don’t forget to include any spacer washers you
may need (see above). If the gear is too tight on the axle (axle diameters can vary) then open it out slightly with
a tapered broach, but be careful not to go too far…
Hold the 20T gear between your fingers as you twist the shaft through the gear. It helps to push against the
gearbox sideplate (51) as you go, but don’t use excessive force or you’ll bend the whole thing. Continue to drive
the end of the shaft through all the bearing locations, until the fixed flycrank is right up to the right hand side
bush, with the 20T. gear hard up to the plate (on part 50). Now you can fit the remaining flycrank (complete with
washering), quarter it and glue it in place on the shaft.
Position the hybrid gear so it fully meshes with the idler, try turning the mechanism by hand and, assuming it all
runs smoothly, refit the motor and test under power. Paint the ends of the gearshafts, along with the flycranks,
and the drivetrain is complete.
Fit the crankpin bushes and the rod assemblies, check for free running and then fit the securing nuts to the
crankpins.
Now you can wire up the pick-ups: For wiper pick-ups, glue a copperclad strip across the underside of the
frames (taking into account where the brake rods will run), and then solder the pick-up wires to the strips, so they
make light contact with the wheel treads. For plungers, wire up feeds from the plungers to the motor.
Give the chassis a good run on the track. If there's a tight spot, whatever you do, don't try winding up the
controller in an attempt to blast through it - with a powerful can motor and 108;1 reduction, that would be asking
for trouble! Better to investigate and, if necessary, dismantle the mechanism, working backwards through the
assembly sequence, until you find the cause.
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When you're satisfied all is well, refit the brakegear (see above) remembering to use two short lengths of wire at
the front pivots. If you induce a slight bend into the wires, this will make them tight inside the tubes and less likely
to slide out.
With hybrid gear grubscrew loosened, turn the front wheels so their position matches the rear pair, then tighten
the screw on the gear. Note that, with the brakes in place, the hybrid gear runs close to pull rod (Fig. 15) so you
may need to adjust the gear’s lateral position on the axle to gain clearance.
With the chassis completed and running smoothly, you can add the finished body securing it with M2 fixing bolts,
which should be cut to so they have about 5mm of thread. If you haven’t already soldered them in place, shape
the rear sandpipes and run them to the wheels, gluing them into the pre-drilled location ‘N’ (Fig. 7).
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Footplate Overlay
Valance (LHS)
Valance (RHS)
Door Thresher (x2)
Front Bufferbeam
Rear Bufferbeam
Buffer (x4)
Coupling hook, Front
Coupling Hook, Rear
Bonnet
Radiator
Transmission Cover
Filler Spout
Air Vent
Chimney
Starter Engine
Belt Cover
Sandbox (x2)
Dials

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Control Console
Panel Back ing
Brak e Handle LHS
Brak e Handle RHS
Throttle
Sanding Lever
Air Horn
Starter Clutch Link
Gear Lever, Short (x2)
Gear Lever, Long
Gear Quadrant (x4)
Handbrake Stanchion
Cab Doors (x2)
Frame LHS
Frame RHS
Jack shaft Journal
Gearbox Sideplate LHS
Gearbox Sideplate RHS
Front Spacer
Rear Spacer
Motor Mount
Midway Spacer
Conn Rod L. Inner
Conn Rod L. Outer
Conn Rod R. Inner
Conn Rod R. Outer
Side Rod L. Inner, R. Outer x2)
Side Rod L. Outer, R. Inner (x2)
Rod Spacer (X2)
Beam Brace LHS
Beam Brace RHS
Footplate Support LHS (x2)
Footplate Support RHS (x2)
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67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

Front Rivet strip, LHS
Front Rivet strip, RHS
Rear Rivet strip (x2)
Rivet strip, Fr LHS, Tr RHS (x2)
Rivet strip, Fr RHS, Tr LHS (x2)
Inner Journal
Actuator
Outer Journal
Outer Journal (eas y)
Clutch Lever
Handbrake Lever, Inner
Handbrake, Outer
Brake Cylinder
Airbrake Lever
Hanger, Rear, LHS (x2)
Hanger, Rear, RHS (x2)
Hanger, Front, LHS (x2)
Hanger, Front, RHS (x2)
Brake Shoe, LHS(x2)
Brake Shoe, RHS (x2)
Brake Stretcher – OO/EM/P4
Pullrod, Middle
Pullrod, (LHS)
Pullrod (RHS)
Railguard, Front
Railguard, Rear
Balance weights (x 4)
Step Frame
Footsteps (x2)
Step Brace (x2)
Flycrank (x2)
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Fold the etch through 180 degrees, so
the markers 'X' face each other. The
half-etched line is on the outside of the fold.

Marker 'X'

Hold the layers tightly together
and fold the locking tab through 90
degrees, so it locates on the small pin.

Half-etched
bend line
on rear

Locking Tab

90
degrees.

Marker 'X'
180
degrees

Pin

The end of a flat, pointed needle
file is a good tool for this job.
The tab locks the layers together,
eliminating the need for solder.

Clip out the etch and
clean off any mounting tabs.
When it's folded, tap the layers
between two pieces of hardwood,
so they sit absolutely flat.
Use flat nose pliers to grip
the main etch,with the straight
edge of the pliers close
to the bend line.

Pliers

Horncheek
90
degrees.

Needle
File

Bend the horncheeks up
through about 80 degrees,
using a flat needle file to
apply upward and sideways
pressure simultaneously.
In this case, the half-etched
line is on the inside of the fold

Use fine emery to clean up the bearing, remove
any burrs and then try it in place - the groove on
the block locates on the front layer of the etches.

The completed assembly can now be soldered
to the inside face of the chassis, using axle jigs.
If you fit it with the bearing in place,make sure
the sliding surfaces are lightly oiled, to prevent
the bearing being soldered to the etch.

If the bearing's tight in the etch,
check that these edges aren't
'bottoming out' in the groove...

...If they are, use a file to
remove the sharp 'cusp'
from the edge of the etch...
... so there is clearance
in this groove...

...then polish the bearing's
side faces until it's a smooth,
sliding fit in the etch.

When the bearing is fitted,
slot a length of 0.4mm
wire through the bottom
holes to keep it in place.

Bearing

Finish off the horncheek bends
so they are at 90 degrees. Check
this through a magnifying glass
and adjust as necessary.

Tab
The top edge of the cut-outs on
most loco chassis is 4mm above
the axle centre. If the Standard
Hornblock's tab is butted up to
the top of the cut-out, the unit
will sit at the correct height.

0.4mm
Wire
For MiniBlox, the top edge of the tab is
3mm above the axle centreline.
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